
SOCIAL ADVOCACY
ADVOCATING TO YOUR PEERS
While advocating to political leaders will get your voice heard by the individual leaders, it is also effective to 
advocate to your peers.

Though the overall message may be the same, advocating to your peers is much different in its presentation 
and execution. We live in a country where each individual is allowed their own opinion and voice; how we use 
that voice can mean the difference between keeping your relationships in tact, or losing them.
 
TYPES OF SOCIAL ADVOCACY
• Face-to-face
• Social Media
• Letters
• Periodicals

TIPS FOR SOCIAL ADVOCATING
• BE PREPARED: Realize beforehand that not everybody will share 

your point of view. Be prepared that some people may react neg-
atively if they vehemently disagree with you. Staying calm in the 
face of negativity can help prevent an all out battle. 

• THINK BEFORE YOU RESPOND: Knee-jerk responses may find you 
over-reacting negatively to another’s right of opinion. Stay calm, 
collect your thoughts, then voice your rebuttal in a mature and 
intelligent manner.

• REALIZE OTHERS HAVE DIFFERING LIFE EXPERIENCES: Every individual has a different life experience and 
knowledge-base. How you react and respond will either educate and influence that person, or drive them 
away.

• KEEP AN OPEN MIND: If you’re voicing your opinion to someone you know opposes it, allow yourself to 
hear and learn about why that person feels the way they do. In the end, you can still disagree with them, 
but at the very least you will have learned something.
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• BE INFORMED: Educate yourself on as many view points as possible, and from as many different media and 
social platforms as possible. Limiting your opinions to only one media or social platform will only serve to 
limit your knowledge of differing views and solutions, and may also brain-wash you into one particular 
bias.

• BACK UP YOUR OPINION WITH SOLID FACTS: Being able to provide solid, unbiased facts that support your 
opinion can go a long way towards influencing the other person to change their point-of-view.

• WRITE INTELLIGENTLY: If you are writing a letter to the editor of a newspaper, make sure your letter is 
written in a clear and concise manner, and with correct spelling and punctuation. With social media having 
limited characters in which to state your case, keep your posts as clear and to-the-point as possible to 
avoid the tendency for readers to misinterpret what you are saying.

• KNOW WHEN TO STEP AWAY: No name calling or being disrespectful to the other person(s) in any way. 
Nothing good can come from it. Instead, when a debate becomes heated, respectfully step away until all 
parties have simmered down. Above all, allow the other person to have their own point-of-view. If you are 
friends, more than politics created your friendship; remember the other things you enjoy about the other 
person before writing them out of your life or burning bridges.

• DON’T VERBALLY ATTACK: Whether you’re posting on social media or discussing politics face-to-face, avoid 
verbal attacks on candidates, lifestyles or ways of thought, as this is a sure-fire way to alienate those of 
opposing viewpoints.

• DON’T BE AN OVERLY SQUEAKY WHEEL: Being a successful advocate requires self-control of your emo-
tions, and while voicing your opinion is every person’s right, its not always wise to voice it twenty times a 
day. Deluging your friends with political posts may end up alienating you from your friends and family. Be 
selective as to how many times you’re posting or speaking out on political issues. 

• FOCUS ON COMMON GROUND: Most people balk at highly combative or polarized conversations. Keeping 
your discussion focused on the commonalities between view points is a simple way to keep the conversa-
tion positive and friendly.

If you follow these simple tips, 
your social advocacy will allow you to advocate 

while keeping good relationships 
with your friends, family and peers.
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